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Ebay Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up an eBay account.

Step 2:
Sign up with a CPA network like COPEAC, MaxBounty, NeverBlue, AdscendMedia,
e.t.c.

Step 3:
Use eBay Pulse to find the most popular or ‘watched’ items going, and make a list of
the top ones.

Step 4:
Create free listings for each one of these items.

Step 5:
Listing should be of a similar format to ‘*item click and find out how to get 25%* off
this item’ make sure you really TWIST this part

Step 6:
Add your CPA links or links to gateway pages in the listing and submit listing, will
work even better with featured item listings...

Helpful Note: For more conversions and higher income, be creative in your listings
and make each one differ. Be realistic as well as believable. Be honest where
possible. You might also have to create several listings to garner as much traffic as
possible
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YouTube Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up a YouTube account.

Step 2:
Sign up with download payout programs like Filesonic or Fileserve

Step 3:
Use YouTube’s most viewed feature to find the most viewed videos in their different
categories.

Step 4:
Download the videos and overlay them using Movie Maker or any other video editing
software with any MP3 sound file of your choice to change the videos audio footprint,
if necessary depending on the video, mute the volume of the mp3 file so as to
preserve the original videos audio content, while still overwriting the audio footprint.

Step 5:
Upload the videos to YouTube; the essence of this process is to tap into the rush of
viewer’s header towards the original video and make a profit out of it.

Step 6:
If it is a music video, upload the song or maybe a ringtone to your DL payout program
and include the link in the newly uploaded YouTube video.

Helpful Note: Be creative with the ideas and text you use to link your re-uploaded
videos with our uploaded content – be imaginative and think of relationships
between categories and genres – e.g. Music videos – ringtones and music
downloads, Video Game video tutorials and video walkthroughs – strategy guides
and walkthroughs.
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Articles Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up Article Submission sites like Ezine Articles or ArticleBase... e.t.c

Step 2:
Sign up with a CPA Network

Step 3:
Find the most popular articles on these article sites and rewrite them partially,
include your related CPA links in the article submission resource box.

Step 4:
If possible, research what variables affect these article rankings on their sites, for
example – amount of views or ratings...

Step 5:
Outsource the improvement of these variables; for example, outsource view
boosting or rating incrementing for a few dollars on Freelancer.

Step 6:
Watch your earnings grow as your articles rank higher on the article websites and
even make it onto the first page of Google for their relevant keywords

Helpful Note: Be efficient with time management on this method, be sure to create a
routine for posting up as many articles a day as feasible for you; do not get lazy or
complacent, no matter how tedious it may seem. And as your earnings grow, you
will be able to free up more funds which can then be directed in the way of
outsourcing.
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Warez Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up with Warez and Downloads Forums

Step 2:
Sign up with a download payout programs like Filesonic or Fileserve.

Step 3:
Find the most popular and newest software, movie, music or gaming releases that
would be suitable for the identified forums

Step 4:
Split the file into multiple files, so as to increase the take home from download
payout programs

Step 5:
Upload the file split up into its many individual files unto the DPP, of course; be wary
of the payouts for different file sizes so as to maximize profit.

Step 6:
Post with your download links on the forums you have identified. Watch earnings
grow.

Helpful Note: Once again, be efficient with time management on this one, and define
a routine for uploading and posting – try to do them in sync with one another. Again,
as your earnings grow, you will be able to free up more funds which can then be
directed in the way of outsourcing. To further increase earnings, post to as many
warez and download forums as you can in each posting session – you might even
want to work out a multidimensional routine to encompass the entire process.
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YouTube II Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up a YouTube account

Step 2:
Sign up with a CPA Network

Step 3:
Find trends on Google Trends which are entertainment related, for example, if ‘Lil
Wayne’ is trending for whatever reason, write up as many video title ideas relating to
that trend as you can come up with...

Step 4:
With your collected trends and sub-sequentially spurred titles, create a few doorway
videos – by this I mean, ‘YouTube took the video down for reasons unknown to me
and threatened to block my account – visit here* for the real video’

Step 5:
Link them to your gateway page, or have them complete a CPA offer to unlock the
video

Step 6:
Watch your earnings, grow and experiment with different YouTube categories.

Helpful Note: Be sure to twist this as far as you can, be as realistic in the doorway
video as possible. Also, when deciding which trends to use for your video, ask
yourself whether ‘You’ will visit YouTube to watch Your video... if your answer is
even remotely, ‘Yes’, go to watch Your video... if your answer is even remotely, ‘Yes’,
go ahead with it.
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EBay II Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up an eBay account.

Step 2:
Sign up with an affiliate network like Amazon Associates, or Commission Junction

Step 3:
Use eBay Pulse to find the most popular or ‘watched’ items going, and make a list of
the top ones. Use eBay Pulse to find the most popular or ‘watched’ items going, and
make a list of the top ones.

Step 4:
Create free listings for each one of these items.

Step 5:
Listing should be of a similar format to – ‘*item – click and find out how to get item*
for cheaper’ or ‘*item – click here to get *item for *price’ – remember... TWIST
THESE AROUND A LITTLE !!

Step 6:
Add your affiliate links to your listing, and be sure to sell them on the point that there
is something to gain from ordering through your link and from your affiliate service
or program.

Helpful Note: For more conversions and higher income, be highly creative with your
listing, try not to go into too much detail about the eBay listing itself, or you could
raise eyebrows on why you are selling something on eBay that is selling outside of
eBay – as people sometimes don’t like that. Also, find high priced items with plenty of
hungry buyers to maximize your earnings.
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YouTube III Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up a YouTube account

Step 2:
Sign up with Amazon Associates or any other ecommerce affiliate program with a
wide range of products.

Step 3:
Use Google Trends and other appropriate trend measures like Amazon’s ‘most
popular’ items lists and pages to find new and popular gadgets that are just
launching.

Step 4:
Create simple video reviews for the products; very simple reviews could be a voice
recording with a few pictures of the item or gadget.

Step 5:
Upload the videos to YouTube; the essence of this process is to tap into the rush of
viewer’s heading towards the item, due to its popular launch.

Step 6:
Add your affiliate link to the video description and publish the video to an onrush of
traffic and earnings.

Helpful Note: On this method it is dead important to be creative with the video
review, try to make it attract attention, using all the tricks you can think of – sexy
female pictures work pretty well in most cases. Also, try to use newer products; this
is important because quite often the buzz surrounding these products don’t last too
long after their launch. Lastly, remember to TWIST THIS UP before using to
maximize earnings.
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Articles II Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up Article Submission sites like Ezine Articles or ArticleBase... e.t.c

Step 2:
Sign up with an affiliate network like Amazon Associates, or Commission Junction

Step 3:
Find the most popular articles on these article sites and rewrite them partially and
repost them on as many article sites as you can, with your affiliate links in the
resource box.

Step 4:
If possible, research what variables affect these article rankings on their sites, for
example – amount of views or ratings...

Step 5:
Outsource the improvement of these variables; for example, outsource view
boosting or rating incrementing for a few dollars on Freelancer.

Step 6:
Watch your earnings grow as your articles rank higher on the article websites and
even make it onto the first page of Google for their relevant keywords.

Helpful Note: This method is basically a copy of the first Articles Method, but I felt it
was worth pointing out this side to that method this way. Be efficient with time
management on this method, be sure to create a routine for posting up as many
articles a day as feasible for you; do not get lazy or complacent, no matter how
tedious it may seem. And as your earnings grow, you will be able to free up more
funds which can then be directed in the way of outsourcing.
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FaceBook Method
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

Step 1:
Sign up a Facebook Account

Step 2:
Sign up with Affiliate programs selling merchandise like shirts, for example Zazzle

Step 3:
Find tangible trends using Google Trends, or Twitter’s trending topics or maybe
even popular topics going on Facebook itself, and record them. Trends like, ‘Halo
Reach’, ‘Carter 4’, ‘Kid Cudi’, ‘Lil Wayne’

Step 4:
Using Facebook's search posts by everyone feature, search for your specific
popular topic that you plan on promoting with, and send each person a message.

Step 5:
The message should be attractive and enticing, it should make the reader feel as
though it would really worth it if bought the merchandise relating to that topic.

Step 6:
Now I know this might seem a lot like hard-selling, because it basically is, but the
returns can be very good; so at this stage you will be seeing pretty nice returns if
done right.

Helpful Note: Again, really be sure to twist this as far as you can imagine, be as
attractive as you can be in every way while promoting the affiliated merchandise,
this will help conversions. Make sure you target the right niches and topics when
doing this, many of them will have a target audience of people who might not be in
the ideal position or of the ideal age to order merchandise online, so be smart.
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FINAL TIPS
Methods to make real money every week
IT IS BETTER TO TWIST THIS UP BE USING THIS METHOD

TIP 1:
Play the game your way; don’t read off the paper; it’s fingerprint money – what do all
these sayings mean?
Don’t use methods you find on the internet in the blatant heap they appear in, TWIST
THEM UP as much as you possibly can, and always work on new ways to twist up
your methods.

TIP 2:
If it helps, layout your methods in a structure; use this to be able to substitute parts
in and out, this way you can more easily create new money making opportunities.

TIP 3:
Start manual then proceed to semi-automatic...
This means that before you even look for automation software, try and test the
method manually – this is a common mistake for many. You see a method you think is
highly attractive and want to jump on it and start making thousands daily on it – even
though you haven’t even identified whether it can make hundreds.

TIP 4:
Revisit ‘DEAD’ money making opportunities, because just like raw materials, they
will at some point decay back to full strength, if you get what I mean? Saturation is
never permanent.

TIP 5:
Keep an eye on new web 2.0 sites as they pop up, they might give birth to a gold
mine for you before anyone else can notice – very important.

TIP 6:
Be very, very, VERY, SMART when playing the IM game.
Sometimes the difference between $1,000 and $10,000 is a simple case of common
sense, which you might miss if you don’t think on your feet and are not being SMART.
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